ANSWER KEY

Reading 1

a) British; no
b) European
c) Britons; Brits
d) French-nationality; French national
e) French; no
f) Parisian; yes
g) Londoner; no
h) Ugandan-born; Italian-born
i) Dutch; the Netherlands, Holland, Dutch

Vocabulary

1 Migrants 2 ceases 3 declines 4 bothered 5 cohort 6 bi-, dual-
8 sets about 9 agonising 10 dossier 11 attain 12 -ness
13 portable 14 recognise 15 tricky 16 unfettered
17 overwhelming 18 predict 19 raised 20 privileged

Grammar 1

2 If they don't have dual nationality, Brits won't be able to live and work freely in EU countries.
3 You won't get Spanish citizenship if you don't show the authorities a large number of documents.
4 British people won't get an Irish passport if they don't have one Irish grandparent.
5 You can't work for Ryanair if you don't have the right to live and work in an EU country.
6 If you don't speak French, you won't find it easy to live in France.

Grammar 2

2 If they didn't have dual nationality, Brits wouldn't be able to live and work freely in EU countries.
3 You wouldn't get Spanish citizenship if you didn't show the authorities a large number of documents.
4 British people wouldn't get an Irish passport if they didn't have one Irish grandparent.
5 You couldn't work for Ryanair if you didn't have the right to live and work in an EU country.
6 If you didn't speak French, you wouldn't find it easy to live in France.

Reading 2

c)
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